The Euroflex ‘One Press’ has a well proven record of providing production capability for multiple
applications. With only minor changes in specification, just one Euroflex can print polyamide food casings and
polybags, ABL/PBL tube barrier laminates, aluminium lids, labels, boards, packaging and shrink sleeve films.
With a press design based on either single or twin central impression drums, pin-point print register is
assured; whilst an extensive range of options including combination print processes, many in-line converting
features and non-stop production, guarantees maximum press utilisation. Dual-pass printing further enhances the
colour capacity of the Euroflex.
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1. STS Automatic Flying Splicer

4. Pre Stretch Device

7. Shear Knife Slitting

2. Varnish Unit

5. Back Slitter

8. Expanding Cores 3”- 6”

3. Rotary Die

6. Waste Rewind

9. STR Automatic Turret Rewind

CUSTOMER SERVICE
KPG designs and builds customised presses to meet very specific application requirements in terms of
innovative technology, precision engineering, high quality printing and production performance.
KPG continuously monitors market trends and packaging/labelling industry standards, both commercial
and mandatory. Also where appropriate, to work in partnership with OEM suppliers and manufactures of
consumables such as inks and substrates, to develop press technology to meet changing requirements.
We recognise our customers’ needs and as such, provide application advice, technical support and
training, in order that they can maximise their profits, through efficient utilisation of their KPG presses.
Spare parts are available for Ko-Pack / KPG Presses
AFTER-SALES SUPPORT

KPG provides worldwide technical after-sales support with engineers based in Europe, Japan and the
USA. Additionally, an extensive distributor network provides customers with local technical service. From
time to time, used presses are also available.
EXCHANGE SERVICE

To minimise press down time, KPG offers an exchange service on the following:
• Central impression drums • Stack impression drums • Print units • Flatbeds
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Just ‘One Press’ is able to print polyamide

Euroflex 260
casing press

casings, ABL/PBL tube laminates, labels,
packaging and shrink films,
The Euroflex ‘One Press’ represents an
exceptional return on investment.

Available with 6 or 8 colours on a single temperature
controlled impression drum, (1000mm/1800mmdia) the
flexibility of this press, provides production capability to meet the
demands of different market applications.
Can be fitted with flying splicer and turret rewind for non-stop production. High print quality
and reliability are key features, with the Euroflex designed to operate at high speeds - 24 hours/day,
7 days/week. (Illustrated without UV system and corona treater)

This Euroflex Casing Press is designed
for non-stop production, at speeds exceeding 100m/min
(depending on substrate and design).
With two temperature controlled impression drums, each with 6 flexo print units, the press is fitted with front-to-back print
registration and a scraper system to facilitate 360o all-round graphic designs. Polybags, barrier laminates and films
can also be printed. Also available with a 400mm web width. ABL/PBL

Euro super
booklet label press

Euroflex 260 tube
and label press

12-colour booklet label press,
also suitable for producing a
variety of multi-web/multi-substrate
marketing products. Versatile web
paths and a variety of converting
options. Including varnish and
laminating. Press available with flexo
or letterpress printing.

8-colours on an 1800mm
central impression drum.
Designed for printing
ABL/PBL tube laminates
and labels. Includes in-line
slitting, so that printed rolls
are ready for use on tube forming
equipment. Available with flexo or letterpress printing.

Euro 400 super press
Designed for label production this
configuration is ideal for printing
aluminium lids and unsupported
films 7-colours letterpress or flexo,
plus cold foiling, digital printing
and in-line simultaneous
application of RFID products, onto
the printed web.

Euroflex 260
dual-pass casing press
The dual-pass design enables 6-colours to
be printed on either side of the casing.
Fully automatic for non-stop production at
speeds of 100m/min (depending on
substrate and print design).
Also available with 8-colours.
KPG casing presses with UV curing use
specially formulated cationic inks.

Euro 400 combination press

KPG specialist presses are designed for specific packaging and labelling applications - applications requiring very
precise printing and converting technology, frequently required for difficult to handle substrates and products.

8-colours including rotary screen,
letterpress, flexo varnish cold foiling
and reverse/adhesive side printing.
Versatile print configuration for
maximum production flexibility.
Based on a triple stack design,
flexo print units can also be fitted.

Irrespective of the product application, the design philosophy for all KPG presses, is that all processes should be inline to achieve maximum production efficiency. Whether the application requires; 360o printing of polyamide food
casings, printing and encapsulating phone cards, producing combined booklet and bottle hanger labels, novelty
'window' wrap-around film labels or printing and slitting tube laminates, KPG can design a press to meet these and
other very specific requirements.

All presses illustrated are available with either a 270mm or 400mm web width.

ToyoKoki, have over 30 year’s experience of building customised presses. Offering a choice of web widths, print
processes and converting options, the company is widely recognised for high quality engineering and innovative
technology to provide new packaging solutions. Toyo/KPG presses are installed throughout the world.

